The new face of procedural content: A real world approach

Abstract
This paper describes a project that uses real-world computer-troubleshooting scenarios to test and expand upon the latest research and technical knowledge in the area of procedural content development. Our goal was to improve the effectiveness of on-line help procedures for solving computer problems experienced by novice to intermediate computer users. Our focus was not just on writing techniques. We also focused on presentation aspects such as the structure of the content, use of graphics and screenshots. The outcome of the project is to develop procedural writing and presentation guidelines and to apply them to developing future support content, which we believe will lead to increased success of the target user. Prototypes based on the guidelines were usability tested with one prototype released on our public site. These tests showed positive results.
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Introduction
Novice computer users are easily frustrated by computer problems. Their low domain knowledge and
their lack of a developed troubleshooting mental model present tremendous obstacles to their success when they try to use procedural content to solve even the simplest computer problems. The support site with which we are working receives an average of 30 million visitors per month; 24 million of those visitors represent computer users with skill levels ranging from novice to intermediate. However, the writing and presentation of procedural content on this support site did not adequately address the site’s primary visitors. Therefore, our project set out to define and develop content writing and presentation guidelines, that when applied, would enable our target users to be more successful with self-solving their computer problems.

The project’s approach was designed to leverage existing industry and academic expertise and research that we could apply to creating new forms of content, which we could then test and iterate upon. The goal was to produce guidelines for writing and presentation that development teams can use in future content publishing.

Although this project is still in progress, the project approach, specific concepts and examples, and preliminary results are described in this paper.

**Project Approach**

We approached the project systematically using the following discipline:

*Defining the content problem*

This research phase consisted of the following:

- Primary Research: We reviewed customer and support engineer ethnographic interviews and conducted focus groups. A comparative analysis of online support content was conducted in this phase to understand how the industry is addressing this problem space.
- Secondary Research: We conducted a literature review of current theories and best practices related to procedural content. See the citations list for publications that we found most useful.
- We identified experts in the field of technical communication who subsequently participated as consultants throughout the life of the project.
- We conducted usability sessions that established baseline data of current content that addresses a preselected set of computer problems typical of our target audience. We used these preselected problem scenarios throughout the project.

The result of this phase was the development of a project plan, focusing on research and testing the identified areas of improvement.

**Diagnosing the problem**

This phase involved analyzing and diagnosing the problem space to be addressed. The primary areas of concern with the content included the following issues:

1) Novice users had difficulty finding the right content that matched their understanding of their problem. 2) Content was written using a technical voice novice users did not understand. 3) Content was presented in a linear intimidating format that was hard to follow. 4) Steps lacked detailed step-by-step guidance, were difficult to execute, and assumed prior technical knowledge. 5) Content lacked verification steps and next steps.
Developing the solution construct
This phase identified the important concepts and best practices that should be applied to the content. This stage also involved the design for the usability test. The test was designed as a qualitative formative usability study using a think-aloud protocol. The goal was not to isolate and test specific variables in our solution; instead, the goal was to combine and develop a hybrid collection of previously researched techniques that could be applied to real-world procedural content. The phase yielded preliminary guidelines for problem and solution task analysis, writing, and presenting content.

Developing the prototypes
We developed prototypes with three new visual designs. Each prototype incorporated the content elements and user task flow that had been developed from task analysis and writing. Three versions were designed: (1) a linear model, which displays all the content at once; (2) a wizard-like interactive model, where content is filtered based on choices made by the user in the workflow; and (3) a paned model, which compresses content into a window on the left side of the screen, so that users can interact with the program on the right side of the screen. The result of this phase was prototypes ready for usability studies.

Testing and prototype iteration
The prototypes developed in the previous phase were tested in usability settings using the previously defined Design of Experiment. Six usability tests are currently in progress with each test producing new ideas for updating the guidelines and prototypes. The planned outcome of this phase is final guidelines and prototypes.

Guidelines
The insights from the above project approach crystallized in a set of guidelines, intended for the writers and designers of new procedural instructions on our web site. The following guidelines were established:

Task Analysis
Procedural content must be accurate and complete. If it is not, users may lose confidence, may become blocked and unable to continue, or may experience other problems. Ensuring accurate and complete content requires us to accurately define all possible customer scenarios for the problem and the troubleshooting flows that result.

This task is carried out by a team of product experts representing both the customer experience and the product. The team employs concept mapping (Figure 1) to create a visual representation of the end user’s workflow in successfully solving the problem. The concept maps determine method priority and other dynamics that may require branching the user seamlessly to a new set of procedures. In addition, Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection rule (GOMS) principles are applied to define the methods and procedures in detail. This detailed workflow is then handed off to the writers who are then able to create accurate KB articles.

Writing
The writing guidelines separated the procedural content into individual components that were then categorized as general declarative text, procedural declarative text, and procedures. General declarative text includes declarative text outside of the actual methods/step.
such as content title or introduction of procedural content. Procedural declarative text includes declarative text components within the actual methods such as introductions, notes, warnings, or error deflection text. Finally, procedural text forms the actual “steps” of the methods. Our writing guidelines were implemented as a help (.CHM) file and follow a tutorial format, segmenting the guidelines into conceptual model introduction, concepts, and then writing guidelines for each content component.

**Presentation and Media style guides and prototypes**

These style guides detail the technical parameters for development and design details for creating working knowledge base articles. The final prototypes represent the interactive (Figure 2) and side pane presentations (Figure 6) that produced the highest success in usability. The prototypes are intended to be used as content and presentation examples by writers and developers.

**Writing and Presentation Concept Implementation**

The detailed task analysis surfaced content workflow components that were not straightforward. For example, prerequisites are required to determine whether the user is in the right content. Prerequisites (Figure 2) could include items such as product version validation, computer administrator privileges, or install disks—each of these is a critical criterion that must be incorporated into the flow of the content.

![Figure 2. “Prerequisite” example to verify the product version of the user’s computer. The Web content automatically determines product versioning. All possibilities are addressed through task analysis and represented in the content.](image)

Troubleshooting computer problems is not straightforward—our job is to minimize the technical burden of low-domain computer users and help them make the required decisions to enable their success using a friendly, non-intimidating format. In the symptoms section, we present various options. (Figure 3) The options must be communicated in a straightforward manner that disambiguates the selection process. The user is directly guided to the correct method based on their symptom selection.

The methods and procedures apply system and product declarative text to establish context for the user and to instill confidence that they should not only try the method but also that the method is presented in a manner that low-domain users can execute successfully.
Figure 3. Symptom verification example.

*Figure 4* presents a technically challenging command prompt procedure. Yet, 100% of the users successfully completed the method in our usability testing. The following techniques were applied:

- **Chunking procedures into goals and sub-goals.**
- **Procedures are concrete:** verb (action) + noun (object) = resultant system feedback.

- **Error deflection:** Incorporated as a written procedure or added as a note directly below the error prone procedure (*Figure 5*).
- **Confidence building statements:** Incorporating encouraging text in method and step introductions motivates the user to try a method.

- **Switching Effects:** We applied a presentation we called side-pane help (*Figure 6*) to address switching effects when users diverted attention from the instructions to the application to execute the procedures. Low-domain users had difficulty retaining procedures in short term memory. This caused errors in procedure execution.

*Figure 5.* Error deflection example incorporated as a note below the procedure.

*Figure 6.* Instructions aligned to left, application to right to address switching effects.
Preliminary Results
Usability testing produced significant success improvement from the baseline results ranging from 10% to 20%. A pilot content released on the support site to the public that applied preliminary principles and guidelines produced a staggering solve rate increase from baseline solve rate of 9% to increased solve rate of 53%.
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